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OBLIQUE INTERACTIONSOF DETONATIONwAVES WITH EXPLOSIVE/METALINTERFACES

by

J. M. Walsh

ABSTRACT

The interactionof a detonationwave with an explosive/metalinter-
face is considered. Theoreticalmodels are discussed,and calculated
results are given for PBX 9501 onto uranium,tantalum,copper, 304 stain-
less steel, aluminum, and nickel.

For PBX 9501 onto aluminum and copper, regular shock reflection (in
the PBX 9501) at small angles changes to regular rarefactionreflection
(Prandtl-Meyer flow) at large angles, and the curve of metal-shockpres-
sure vs incidenceangle is smooth. For the other metals, there is a dis-
continuityin shock pressurewhere low-angle,regular reflectiontransits
to Mach reflection,and a smaller discontinuitywhere the Mach reflection
changes back to high-angleregular reflection.

1. INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY

In most explosive/metalsystems, a detonationwave impinges upon an

explosive/metalinterface. Such interactionsare discussed,and numerical

results are given in the main text for the case of PBX 9501 on uranium. Similar

results for PBX 9501 onto tantalum, copper, 304 stainless steel, aluminum,and

nickel are given in the Appendix.

Prior work has, of course, been very helpful. H. M. Sternberg and

D. Piacesil discuss such flows and give results for pentoliteon iron. In their

treatment of the Mach reflectionregime,they make the basic simplifyingassump-
tion that the Mach stem does not grow. The associatedassumptionthat the stem

is appropriatelycurved then allows them to match the flow conditions at the tri-

ple point (top of stem) and at the explosive-metalinterface (stem bottom).

Later, M. T. Thieme* at Los Alamos National Laboratoryused the Sternberg-Piacesi

model to treat the interactionbetween PBX 9501 and uranium.

*N. T. Thieme, Los Alamos National Laboratory,provided this information(1979)c
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The closely related problem of shock-waveinteractionswithin condensed
explosiveshas also receivedconsiderableattention. S. 1).Gardner and

J. D. Wackerle2 made flash-radiographand sweep-camerameasurementson several

explosivesand compared their resultswith theoreticalmodels for regular and

Mach reflection. They also gave a good summary of the related literature. Some-

what later,A. K. Oppenheimet al.3 gave an extensivediscussionof the possible

wave interactionswithin explosives,both gaseous and condensed. Their discus-

sion is aimed largely at understandingthe microstructureof detonations.

In the model used in the present calculations,the Mach stem is allowed to

grow, but it is taken to be straight. The resultingflow seems to be unobjec-

tionable as a theoreticalsolution,but it should be pointed out that other valid

solutionsmay exist in which the stem is curved. In fact, the most acceptable

physicalmodel of Mach flow may well involve a combinationof stem growth and

stem curvature,instead of invokingone or the other to meet boundary conditions.

In that case, however,we see no way to determinethe correct mix of the two

mechanisms. Considerationsoutside the scope of the present ones (like consider-

ations of the transient flow leading to the steady state that is assumed here, or

considerationsof heat conductionand viscositywithin the flow) appear to be

required.

A couple of quantitativecomparisonswere made using the Sternberg-Piacesi

model and the present one. Agreementwas very good for the cases examined,

giving some support to the no-stem-growthapproximationand/or the straight-stem

assumption. Good general agreement is also obtainedwith the earlier calcula-

tions by Thieme,* despite the model differenceand the small equation-of-state

differences.

An interestingdifferenceshould, however,be noted. Sternbergand Piacesij

and apparentlyOppenheimet al.; find that the reflectedshock in the Mach regime

is forward facinq; that is, it is oriented such that it deflects the flow toward

the interfacein the steady-statecoordinatesystem. Our calculatedreflected

shock is backward facing so that it deflects the flow away from the interface.
As pointed out in the text, the differenceis apparentlycaused by equationsof

state and not by flow-modeldifferences.

Insofar as shock pressure P into the metal as a functionof the incidence

angle A is concerned,the principal results (for PBX 9501 onto uranium) are as
follows:

*M. T. Thieme, Los Alamos National Laboratory,providedthis information(1979).
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(1) In the regular regime (A = 0° to A = 58.10), shock pressure decreases

from 610 kbar at head-on (A = 0°) incidenceto 561 kbar at A = 53° and thereafter

rises sharply (A = 53° to A = 58.1°) to 584 kbar at A = 58° and 609 kbar at the

A= 58.1° breakdownof the regular reflectionsolution.

(2) The transitionto Mach reflectionat A = 58.1° is accompaniedby a dis-

continuousjump in P to 640 kbar and a drop in P thereafteras A is increased.

(3) Between A = 77.7° and A = 79.3°, there is a 1.6° band where regular

shock reflectionagain occurs. At 78°, for example,the shock pressure is

375 kbar comparedwith the Chapman-Jouguetpressure of 349 kbar.

(4) From A = 79.3° to A = 90°, a rarefactionis reflectedinto the HE, and

the shock pressure in the uranium is less than the Chapman-Jouguetpressure.

II. EQUATION OF STATE

The metal equation of state is based upon a linear relationshipbetween

shock-wavevelocity

us =Co+su
P

Us and shock-particlevelocityUp,

9

and on the additionalassumptionthat

()ap5rv = POYO

is constant. Both approximationsare widely used and give a satisfactory

descriptionof shock waves in the pressure range of interesthere. (Constants

co, s, Po, and Y. for the various metals are listed in Ref. 4. There, also, flow

deflectionby a stationaryshock is discussed,and some of these resultswill be

used below.)

For PBX 9501, an equation of state, also primarilya fit of experimental

data, was providedby W. C. Davis** of Los Alamos National Laboratory. The isen-

trope through the Chapman-Jouguetpoint is taken to be

**MO c. Davis, LOS Alamos National Laboratory,providedthis information(1982)-
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()~Y
Pi = P . — 9

CJ ‘cj

and states not on this isentropeare calculatedby assumingthat

a = ~ (aE/aP)v= 0.3

is a constant. The explosive “

velocity is D = 8.8 x 105 cm/s

Chapman-Jouguetcondition)for

nitial density is P. = 1.833 g/cm3; the detonation

and y = 3.07. Resulting values (usingthe

the Chapman-Jouguetstate are

P = 3.4876 x 1011 dyne/cm2 and Pcj = 2.430 g/cm3.cj

III. REGULARREFLECTIONREGIMEAT SMALL ANGLES OF INCIDENCE

Regular reflection,sketched as Fig. 1, occurs when the angle of incidenceA

is small.

The well-knownmethod of solution is also indicatedin the figure. The P vs

$ shock polars are calculatedfor the metal shock wave (see, for example, Ref. 4)

and for the reflectedshock wave into the explosive. The boundary conditions

that the pressure P and the flow deflection @ must each be the same on the two

sides of the interfacethen imply that the intersectionof the two polars is the

solutionto the problem.

Actually,there are two solutions. The upper intersectionof the polars

(the strong root not pictured in the sketch) is discardedas physicallyunreal-

istic, partly because it indicatesa very large jump in reflectedshock pressure

(abovethe well-known, head-on value) as A is increasedfrom A = O. We assume

that the weak root is correct.

If A is increased (to about 58.1° for PBX 9501 onto uranium),we eventually

reach a point at which the two polars no longer intersect,indicatingthat the

regular reflectionflow is no longer a solution to

criticalA, there is a regime of Mach reflection.

discussednext. (Later,a summary discussionis g’

for the various reflectionregimes.)

the problem. Beyond this

The Mach reflectionflow is

ven showing the shock polars

4
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Fig. 1. Regular reflection.

IV. MACH REFLECTIONAT INTERMEDIATEANGLES OF INCIDENCE

Mach reflection(see Fig. 2) occurs because (for fixed angle A and detona-

tion velocityD) the reflectedshock S2 can no longer straightenthe flow.

In the Mach reflectionflow, there are actuallytwo distinct flows that can

be reduced locally to steady-stateflows by an appropriatechoice of origins. If
the origin is taken to be the moving point of intersectionof the Mach stem and

the metal interface (~ in Fig. 2), the interactionof the Mach stem (a super

Chapman-Jouguetdetonation,calculablefrom the equation of state given in
Sec. II) and the metal shock is a simple shock polar problem, the

wh

in

olution of
ch is indicatedin the bottom left sketch of Fig. 2. This prob”em is solved
coordinatesystem ~ where the entry-flowvelocity is ~o.
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Stem-metal
G system

h

~Metol

&perdet.

, %

Tripie-point
O system

vSuperdet.

/
RefL Refl.
shock shock

/’Pcj

lu--~+ +
Fig. 2. Mach reflection. Here, ~. is entry-flow

velocity relativeto an origin at O, and
U. is entry-flowvelocity relativeto an
origin at O. A is the angle of the
detonationfront relativeto the undis-
turbed interface.

The shock polar diagram for the triple-pointproblem is indicatedat the
bottom right of Fig. 2. The pear-shapedcurve is the P vs @ locus for reflected

shocks. The left half of this curve is for backward-facin~shocks that decrease

the flow deflection. The right half correspondsto forward-facingshocks. The

super detonationcurve, correspondingto the stem, is also shown in the sketch.
The intersectionof this curve and the reflectedshock curve is the solution to

the flow at the triple point. This problem must be solved in coordinatesystem
O, where the entry-flowvelocity is Uo. The vector difference,U. -~o, is the

rate of growth of the Mach stem.
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Some remarks about the calculationaldetails are in order. Because Uo and

~. cannot be independentlyspecified,an iterationprocedurewas necessary, In

the procedure used, D. was specifiedand the stem-metalproblemwas solved in the

tlsystem. This gives a complete descriptionof the flow adjacentto the metal.

In particular,the pressure Ps behind the stem (that is, the pressure in the

whole region bordered by the metal shock, the stem, and shock S2) and the incli-

nation angle of the Mach stem are determined. (The velocity of the stem relative

to the undetonatedexplosive is, of course, just ~o.)

Next, the triple-pointproblem is solved in the O system for a trial value

of the angle A. Specifically,the trial A and known detonationvelocity1)give

the velocity of the detonationfront relativeto the undetonatedexplosive. Then

from the known stem velocity (above)and detonationvelocity, it is simple to

calculatethe velocity of their intersectionrelativeto the state ahead. The

negativeof this velocity is, therefore,the velocityU. at which the undetonated

explosiveenters the O system. (U. has a smal1 negative component in the verti-

cal direction,correspondingto positive stem growth.) Known boundary conditions

are the requiredpressure Ps behind shock S2 and the flow direction $ in that

region. (To get O, the velocity vector behind the stem in the ~-coordinatesys-

tem is correctedover to the O-coordinatesystem by using the known velocityvec-

tor difference,U. - ~o, between the two systems.) To summarize,one has a

requiredPs behind S2 and, for trial A, consequentvalues of U. and $. To obtain

a solutionthen, A is varied and the triple-pointsolution (bottom right of

Fig. 2) is repeated until o at Ps is correct.

Numerical results for one particularflow (c. = 1.16, D = 1.0208 x 106 cm/s)

are given as Fig. 3. For this example, A = 60.143° and Ps = 0.6076 Plbar. In the

O-coordinatesystem, the flow is deflected initiallyby 0.8743°, experiencesan

additionaldownward deflectionof 7.5083° across the detonationfront, and is

deflectedupward by about 2.618° by the S2 shock. The resultingfinal deflection

is 5.744°.

As already mentioned,the Mach reflectionregion (for PBX 9501 onto uranium)

extends over some 20° from A = 58.1° to A = 77.7°. Actually,Mach reflectionis

a theoreticallypossible solution at both slightly smaller and slightly larger

values of A, but we presume that the simpler regular reflectionoccurs when it is

a possible flow. This overlap of the regular and Mach regimes will be discussed

further below.



GO=I.0208 x 106

+.
co

Fig. 3. Numerical results for a parti-
cular Mach reflection,PBX 9501
onto uranium. Note: The value
of +W (correctedto the coordi-
nate system at O) becomes 5.74°
in agreementwith the upper flow.

As noted previously,our calculatedreflectedshocks are all backward facing

(or upward deflecting),as opposed to shocks calculatedin prior studies (Refs. 1

and 3).

For a couple of flow configurations,we applied the Sternberg-Piacesimodel
to our materials and obtained results in close agreementwith the present (more

tedious) model. Their model is seen as Fig. 4. They assume that the stem does
not grow so that the whole process is steady state and can, therefore,be solved

in a single polar diagram. To meet the differentboundary conditionsat the
metal interfaceand at the triple point, they permit the stem to curve by the
necessary amount. The polar-diagramsolutionto this problem is given in the
bottom half of Fig. 4. This solution results in a slightly higher pressure PI at

the interfacethan the pressure P2 at the triple point. Behind the Mach Stem,
the flow must be convergingin this model, but it is not necessaryto treat that
part of the flow to obtain the cited results. Finally, the reflectedshocks
remain backward facing, even though the Sternberg-Piacesimodel is used. Hence,
the differencebetween their published results (pentoliteexplosive onto iron for

8
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P

4
Fig. 4. Sternberg-Piacesicurved-

stem, steady-statemodel
for Mach reflection.

which they found forward-facingreflectedshocks) and our present results is

apparentlyan equation-of-statedifferencerather than a difference resulting

from the different flow model.

Finally, it should be noted that thecalculated reflectedshock in Mach

reflectionis a so-called strong root (the same deflection o could have been

achieved with a weaker shock--seeFig. 2 or Fig. 4). This differs from regular

reflectionwhere both roots are theoreticallypossible and the weak root is

assumed.

v. SHOCK POLAR PLOTS AND THE VARIOUS REFLECTIONREGIMES

Figure 5 is a series of nine shock polar plots for various values of the

angle A. In each case, the curve from the origin is the polar for the uranium.

Only the lower part of this polar is shown; the complete polar comes back to

@ = O at a much higher P. The other curve in each plot is the polar for

reflectedshocks into the Chapman-Jouguetstate of the explosive. The Chapman-

Jouguet state is plotted as a triangle,and only the lower left lobe of each
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the interactionangle

polar is shown for A < 50°. For larger values of A, more of the polar i’s

included. The complete polar is always symmetricalabout a vertical line through

the Chapman-Jouguetstate.

It is seen that regular reflectionsolutions (plottedas circles) are possi-

ble for A L50° and not possible for A = 60°. This is compatiblewith an
observed tangency point at A = 58.1°. At larger A, the explosivepolar is seen

to become smaller and to move leftwardacross the polar for the metal. The two

polars overlap between A = 77.7° and A = 79.3° so that regular reflection(with a

backward-facingreflectedshock) is again possible in this narrow range. The

solutionat A = 78°, for which the shock is backward facing, is seen as Fig. 6.

At A = 79.3°, this reflectedshock has zero strength,and for 79.3° < A < 90°,

.

the reflectedwave is a rarefaction,as mentioned below.
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400 -

P /// P=375kbar
/

\
350-

3.0° 3,5° 4.0”

Fig. 6. Regular reflectionsolution
in the large A regular
reflectionregime.

Mach solutionsare theoreticallypossible between A = 57.38° (some 0.7°

before the breakdownof regular reflection)and A = 77.85° (some 0.15° after the

onset of large A regular reflection). Within this range of theoreticallypossi-

ble Mdch flows, the stem-growthrate is positive (being zero at the end points of

the range). Mach “solutions”are also possible at larger and smaller A, but the

associatedstem-growthrates are negative,and these solutionsare, therefore,

rejected as nonphysical.

Figure 7 is a bar chart of the various reflectionregimes,and Fig. 8 is a

plot of metal shock pressure vs A. Between A = 79.3° (at which point

o“

Fig. 7. Various reflectionregimes,PBX 9501 onto ura-
nium. Upper bar shows region (M) of theoreti-
cally possibleMach reflectionwith positive
rate of growth of Mach stem. Lower bar shows
range of regular shock reflection (R) solutions
and also the range (R-PM)of reflectedPrandtl-
Meyer rarefactions.

the
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reflectedshock into the explosivehas zero strengthand the metal-shockpres-

sure equals the explosiveChapman-Jouguetpressure)and A = 90°, the wave that

reflectedinto the explosive is a rarefaction(a Prandtl-Meyerwave).

VI. CONCLUDINGREMARKSAND FURTHER WORK

In additionto assuminga straight stem in the Mach regime,we have

(a) selectedthe weak root for regular reflectionand (b) selected regular

reflectionin the range where both types are theoreticallypossible. These

is

apparentlyreasonableassumptionsare in fact unproved,and it is of interestto

look briefly at some of the consequencesof error in either or both. If (b) is

wrong and (a) is right,the transitionfrom regularto Mach reflectionwill occur

at A = 57.38°, some 0.7” sooner. This would cause the associatedjump in pres-

sure to be around 75 kbar instead of the 30 kbar reported. Next, if (a) is wrong

[and regardlessof (b)], there would apparentlyhave to be a very large discon-

tinuity in P somewherewithin the regular reflectionregime beween A = 0° (where

the weak root agrees with the value for head-on reflection)and A = 58.1°. It is

only in the very unlikely event that (a) and (b) are both wrong that one would
avoid the discontinuityin P at the regular-to-Machtransition. Then it can be

shown that the strong root for regular reflectionagrees in pressurewith the

Mach solution.

12



This would hardly simplify 1ife, however,because one would still be”stuck with

the discontinuityin P somewherewithin the regular reflectionregime. As

already mentioned,our best guess is that (a) and (b) are both true and that

Fig. 8 is a reasonablebest estimate of metal-shockpressure vs angle A for

PBX 9501 onto uranium.

.



APPENDIX
EXTENSIONTO OTHER METALS

Calculationshave also been performedfor PBX 9501 onto tantalum,copper,

304 stainlesssteel, aluminum,and nickel using the metal equation-of-state

stants listed in Ref. 4.

The resultingcurves for metal-shockpressure vs angle A are seen as

Fig. A-1. Tantalum, steel, and nickel are qualitativelysimilar to uranium

their interactionswith PBX 9501.

(1) A regular reflectionregime extends from A = 0° to A = 62° ~ 4°.

con-

in

Metal-shockpressure rises steeply near the end of this regime, and the transi-

tion to Mach reflectionis marked by a discontinuousjump in pressure.
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Fig. A-1. Shock pressure for six metals vs angle of in-
cidence A of a PBX 9501 detonation wave.
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(2) A Mach reflectionregime that is some 7° wide in steel increasesto

about 22° in tantalum. The metal-shockpressure drops off rapidlywith

increasingA in the Mach regime.

(3) A high-angle regular shock reflectionregime, about 5° wide in steel,

decreasesto about 1° in tantalum. The transitionfrom Mach reflectionto this

high-angleregular reflectionis characterizedby another (smaller)discontinuity

in metal-shockpressure. As before, the Mach shock is stronger (again,because

it utilizesthe strong root for the reflectedshock in the explosive).

(4) A reflected rarefactionregime at grazing incidencebegins as early as

77° for steel and as late as 80° for tantalum. This regime continuesto A = 90°,

the largest angle considered. Within this rarefactionregime, the pressure

decreases from the explosiveChapman-Jouguetpressure (348.8 kbar) to

240 t 10 kbar for the four metals being considered.

Copper and aluminum are qualitativelydifferent from the other four metals

(in their interactionswith PBX 9501), in that they do not cause Mach reflection

within the explosive. Regular shock reflectionoccurs up to the onset of the

reflectedrarefactionregime, and there are no discontinuitiesin the curve of

metal-shockpressure vs incidenceangle A.

Table A-I repeats some representativepoints on the P vs A curves, and

Table A-II gives critical angles and associatedpressures.

For several metals, T. R. Neals measured the shock pressures caused by a

PBX 9404 detonationwave at grazing (A = 90°) incidence. Three of his metals are

ones calculatedhere, so comparisonscan be made if one neglects the apparently

small differencesbetween PBX 9404 and PBX 9501. He measured 248 f 12 kbar for

uranium, 235 ~ 11 kbar for copper, and 199 * 1 kbar for aluminum. The present

calculatedvalues of 239, 227, and 189 kbar are low by 3.6%, 3.4%, and 5.0%,

respectively. The first two values are within Neal’s standarddeviations,but

our value for aluminum is significantlylow. Additionalexperimentsare now in

progress (PBX 9501 onto uranium) to check the calculationsat intermediate

angles.
In continuingcomputationalwork, we will be concernedwith the metal

heating caused by these shock waves and with correlatingthe heating from this

and other sources with the observed performanceof these metals in jet-generator

devices.

15



TABLE A-I

METAL-SHOCKPRESSURESkbar FOR VARIOUS ANGLES OF INCIDENCE

OF A PBX 9501 DETONATIONWAVE

I I 0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 89.5°1

I I
r 1 I

u I609.9 608.1 600.7 589.0 574.4 561.0 I 607 487 I 339.9 244.2

Ta I614.3 611.2 604.3 593.4 580.2 569.7 i 609 493 348.8 II250.8

! CU !551.1 548.7 543.1 533.7 520.5 503.1 479.5 424.5II 309.4 230.81

1304 SS !54900 546.6 541.7 533.6 522.1 507.2 489.1 1458 II315.9 233.81

Al 401.9 401.2 399.4 396.0 390.1 379.2 357.7 I 314.0 249.4 192.1

Ni 564.1 562.7 557.6 549.1 537.7 524.3 516.6 472 327.3 239.f

TABLE A-II

VALUES OF VARIABLESAT CRITICAL POINTS

A1 Pl(kbar) AZ P2(kbar) A P~(kbar)
3

u 58.07 609.1/640 77.81 382.9/386 79.38° 348.8

Ta 57.30 609.2/659 79.30 371.1/378 80.37° 348.8

Cu ------ --------- ------ --------- 76.28° 348.8

304 Ss 65.26 501.8/522 72.40 420.7/425 77.05° 348.8

Al ------ ------ --------- 62.66° 348.8

Ni 61.96 540.6/572 75.65 395.4/401 78.26° 348.8

.
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